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Ahstrnct

The purpose of the present study was lo identify the foclors that in!h1ct1i:cd

pnrcnts' choice ofa secondary school !'or their diil<lrcn mu.I, in particulur, to J..:tcrminc,

ii' any, the impuc\ of ll consumer hclmviour construct (1:onsumption valui.:J on the school
choice proct:ss.
Understanding how parents choose secondary schools and what parents value
should help established and new private schools develop more effective marketing

strutcgies. including their choices of target markets and location. as wc!I as their
educational emphasis, fee structure and disciplinary policies.
While a school's marketing efforts must include information about the school
facilities and the implied social benefits of attending the particular school, this study
found that Emotional Value. feeling good about the decision, was highly sought after by
parents.

Other factors such as schooi location, religious affiliation, financial

considerations and leadership were all considered important, however, these were
overshadowed by Emotional Value, highlighting the need to provide value to parents as
well as children in the school's marketing efforts.
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CIIAPTEll ONi~: INTRODUCTION

·1·1ic Organisation for Economic Co-upcralion and Dcvcloprncnl [OJiCDI (1995)
described the school choice process as complex and emotive and om:, in which the
stnkcs arc high.

Indeed, to muny lhmilics, such choices will he among their rnosl

imporlnnl decisions nn<l, il'thcy choose lo send children to a private school, may also he
one of the most expensive choices they ever make. Consequently, school choice is
likely to be a decision in which consumers are "highly involved" and one that )cads tu
"extended de:dsion making·• (Hawkins, Best & Coney, 1998, p. 499-501), suggesting
that the decision cun and probably should be examined from a consumer behaviour
perspective.
Indeed. if a school's administration were aware of the faelors that inDucncc the
school choice process, they would be tible to develop appropriate marketing strategics,
create schools that met the market's needs, inform their clients better and ensure
appropriate school performance, Taking such an approach may affect decisions about a
school's location, pricing and facilities, as well as the image that the school tries to
portray in the market place. Despite the likelihood that a marketing approach may be
useful, relatively few studies have taken such approach, as most such studies have been
undertaken by educators and education administrators (Hamlin & Henry, 1996, p. 390).
The present study is an attempt to fill a part of this gap by interviewing parents and
using some consumer constructs to try to explain their school choice process.
The filling of this gap is likely to be important for, as the educational environment
changes and the market plays a greater role, schools will need to take a market focus
that is aimed at meeting the needs of their consumers (students, parents. communities
and governments). Indeed, the OECD (1995, p. 12) would like to sec a "relationship
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between individuals as clients of an cduct1tion system and schools as 'providers',"
suggesting that school nmnagcmc111 would do well to examine the lessons lc.irm:d hy
relationship marketers (Puyni.:. 1995; Puync, Chrisloplu:r, Peck & Clurk, 1998).

In such an environment, school choice will be a cruciul issue for families for

..clmosing ot'a school can have imporh.mt implications for an individual child, and often
(is) an cmotiomil and sclf:Jctining moment for a parent"' (OECD, 1995, p. 11 ). Further,
the choices that families make will also have a significant impact on schools as they wiJI
detcnnine schools' long-tcnn viability and their ability to achieve whatever objectives

they have set for themselves.
Traditionally, factors such as location, government regulation, academic and
moral standards and the commitment of teaching staff have been viewed as the key
school selection criteria and have been discussed extensively in the education literature
(e.g. Harmer, 1994; Baker & Andrews, 1991). However, the value that parents place on
these and other factors has tended to be ignored by educators. policy makers and
planners (OECD, 1995).

This is unfortunate, as value may be the crucial link in

understanding such choices. Indeed, Holbrook (1996, p. 138) has argued that .. vallle
provides a foundation for all marketing activity", while Sheth, Newman and Gross
(1991, p. 3) suggested that value "explain(s) and predict(s) market choices."

In Western Australia, parents can choose between private, full-fee paying schools
(including home schooling) and public, government funded schools within restricted
geographical boundaries. Parents who were interviewed in the present study feel the
option of sending a child to a public school outside the designated area is discouraged at
the present time, although this policy is under review within the State's Education
Department. Some public schools offer specialist programs. such as art, music, sport

11

am\ aviation, and children who huvc particular skills and aptitudes und reside outside
the gcogrnphic location may be ulli:!rcd a place in these spcciulist progrnms. Unless
parents opt for private or home schooling they huvc litlic choice in the school that their

children will attend.
The choice process is cxuccrbatcd us parents generally have little access to

information about all n:lcvunt aspects of a school.

This is particularly true us, in

education, ''nei:her the producer nor the consumer has much understanding about what
is produced'' and arc often not able to specify an outcome (Garner & Hannaway, 1982,
p. 123).

As information is not readily available or idcnti!iab!c, consumers do not

necessarily act rationally (Palmer, 1994). The lack of information and the diversity of
views that parents hold about education make it difficult for schools to develop
marketing strategies that may improve parents' school choice processes. To overcome
these difficulties, educational institutions need to know what parents value when
choosing a school for their child and take this information into account when designing
strategies and educational offerings.
Indeed, the variables that determine consumers' choices have been a major focus
of research and a number of suggestions have been made. Price is seen as an important
{Lichtenstein, Ridgway & Netemeyer, 1993), as is quality (Gale & Buzzell, 1989;
Jacobson & Aaker, 1987; Steenkamp, 1990; Berry, Parasuraman & Zeithaml, 1988;
Mangold & Babakus, 1990) and risk (Bauer, 1960; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979;
Dowling, 1986). Because of the interrelationships between price, risk and quality, value
has been suggested as a construct that draws these variables together (Sweeney, Soutar
& Johnson, I 999). Since the three variables arc likely to play a part in the school choice
process, value may play a crucial role. The present study attempts to determine if this is

I
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so by questioning a sum pie of parents who had made the dcd!>ion or wen.:: in the prncl!ss
or making u elm ice about tlw sccondury (high) school for one of thi.::ir children.
The sample for the study was tlrnwn lhllll parents who had students enrolled on or
had indicated an interest in sending their child to a particular scrnndury school (termed
the college). Parents participating in the study were asked about the factors that hud
intlucnccd their r.k:cision to enrol or consider enrolling !heir child at the coJlcgc. !n the

first stage. the opinions of parents whose children were already attending lhc college
were sought.

In the second stage interviews were conducted with parents who~c

children were enrolled but were not yet attending the college as they were completing
their fin a! year of primary school. In the final stage of the study, parents whose children
were registered but had not yet enrolled at the college as they would attend in 2000 or
2001 were asked to complete a self-administered questionnaire.

Frnm the data

collected, it was hoped that an understanding would be obtainl!d as to the role that value
played in the choice process.
The next chapter outlines some of the previous research that has examined both
the school choice process and consumption value, while the third chapter discusses the
research approach taken in the prcsc11t study. The fourth and fifth chapters report the
findings obtained, while the final chapter discusses their implications for school
managers.
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CIIAPTER TWO: A l...ITF.RATURI~ IU:VIEW

Arguments about school choice continue around the world, as educational reform
remains high on the politicul agenda (!Janner, 1994; Jlcnig, [994; Adler. 1992; Murmy,
1993; Bull. 19%; Murray & Wallucc, [997). School choice, in this cnnlcxt, is seen as a
parents' right to select the school thut their children attend, allowing more freedom to
parents. who may not otherwise have been able to choose a school to suil Lhcir
children's needs (Fierman; 1989; McOroaty, l 994; Scgu!, 1992}. The choice may even

be that children attend no school but. rather. opt for home schooling (Churbuck, 1993 ).
A number of authors have examined school choice (e.g. Licrbcrman, 1990;
McGaw, Piper. Bank & Evans, 1993; Bannister, ct al., 1990; Adler, 1992.) Their

research suggests thnl the major reasons parents choose schools are:
(1) Academic standards and academic success. The choice of subjects in the

curriculum and programs offered, along with the academic rigour applied lo
schools have been seen as significant (Baker & Andrews. 1991; Convey
1986; Crawford and Freeman, 1996; Kamin & Erickson. 1981; Long &

Toma, 1988; Meissner, Browne & Van Dunk. 1997; Hamlin & Henry, 1996:
OECO, 1995). In Young's (1986) study, academic standards ranked founh
from a list of eighteen criteria.
(2) Religious beliefs also seem lo innuence school choice (Convey, 1986;
Crawford & Freeman, 1996; Kamin & Erickson, 1981; OECD, 1995). TI1e
OECD (1995, p. 28) summed up the role religion plays by noting that
. "schools with a religious identity are offering an alternative that may be
chosen not just by the rc\igiously-molivated, but by people who dislike the
::· style of secular education, rather than secularism itself."
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(3) Discipline or. in some cases, a belier or a lack of discipline in public schools
ha:; prompted some parents to choose schooh; they believe exert such

control (Cniwford & Freeman, 19%; Kt1111in & Erkkson, 1981; Meissner,
Browne & Yan Dunk. l 997; Young, 1986).

(4) Income also has an impact as private schools an.: expensive and many
fornilics cannot allbrd 10 send children outside the public syslL'lll (Convey,

1986; Long & Toma. 1988), although Long and Toma (1988) found the
effect of income diminished over time.

(5) Location and accessibility often determine which school children attend.
with parents choosing a school close enough so their children could walk or
use public transport easily (OECD, 1995).

Kamin and Erickson (1981)

found that school location and convenience affected families choosing
public schools more than families choosing private schools.

Young's

( 1986) study ranked location as ninth of the eighteen variables included in
the study.

(6) Student quality and social class also play a role (Hopkinson. 1991; Hamlin
& Henry, 1996), as docs student behaviour (Baker & Andrews, 199\ ).

(7) The teaching staff and their commitment is also an important element
(Meissner et al, 1997; Baker & Andrews, 1991; Young, 1986).

(8) A school's academic and social reputation and facilities, parents·
involvement and student safety all seem to play a role (Hamlin & Henry,
1996} but are seen as Jess important (Meissner et al, 1997).
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As can he seen rmm the previous research, little work has been UIH.h:rlakcn lo
undcrslnnd how the li1ctors i111'cstiga1ctl come together.

The consumption valm:

construct, n:ccntly dc\·dupcd in consumer hd1aviuur, rn.iy help in this regard and

ccntrnl part uf the present research project.

WllS

a

Consequently. consumption value is

discussed in the rcmaimkr of this chapter.
In researching the consumption value construct, it has been diflil::ult to narrow ils
meaning to provide a plausible framework. Value has been linked to all stages of the
consumption process and has been used to explain customer satisfaction and utility and
is often associated with quality (Zeithaml, 1988; Sheth et al. 1991 ). In the present study
a number of definitions of value were reviewed. The Collins dictionary ( 1989, p. 1437),
for example, defines value as:

! ) the desirability of a thing, often in respect of some property
such as usefulness or exchangeability:
2) to assess or estimate the worth, merit or desirability of:
3) to have a high regard for especially in respect of worth,
usefulness, merit:
4) satisfaction as in value for money to fix the financial or
material worth of something.
The key words are desirability and exchangeahi/iry, requiring someone to assess the

worth, merit and/or usejidness of a product or service.
Solomon (1996, p. 142) defined value as "a belief that some condition is
preferable to its opposite" and coil'>Umers, when faced with choice, have to consider
what is worthwhile and what merits their attention in the allocation of their "three
precious resources: money, time and effort." {Sheth, et al. 1991, p. 4). These resources
are exchanged for goods or services that are deemed valuable. The value in this
exchange process is according to Zcithaml (1988, p. 13) "the overall consumer's

\(,

nssc•ssmcnt of the utility nf a product hascd on pcrccplion of what is rcccivcd ;m<l what
is given" in huth monetary and no11-111und11ry li:rms'. Oliver (JlJ%, p. 147) simplilics

thi.~ hy explaining value as a ''.iu<lgcmcnl of receipts compared to sacriliccs."' Value in
scnfo:s is similar. Fur cxmnplc. Zcithaml (1988. p. 13) highlighted that people vlllm.! a
scr\'icc chat is '"highly personal and idiosyncratic." lmh:c<l. Sweeney, Soutar. Whiteley
and Johnson (1996. p. 1) argue tlrnt consumption value is situution spccilic and related
to the uscihlncss of the service as perceived by the consumer, something with which the
OECD (1995. p. 13) concurs.

Holbrook (1996, p. 138) defined '·customer value as an interactive relativistic
preference experience;' as it requires an interaction between a consumer and a product
or service in which a comparison is made that varies across individuals and is situation
specific. Holbrook (1996, p. 138) suggested that preference develops when a judgement
is made and that value resides in the consumption experience, rather than in the
purchase itself. He developed a typology of customer value that can be used as a
framework to explain different types of value that is based on ''three key" value
dimensions, namely:
(I) An extrinsic versus intrinsic dimension (means end relationship)

(2) A self. versus Other-Oriented dimension, and
(3) An active versus reactive dimension.

For the student, education could be seen as both intrinsic and extrinsic. a means
and an end. This reflects the personal nature of education such as ambition and future
success in a career to the student. Students are required to attend school so education
could be seen as being Other-Orientated, carried out in order to please parents and
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others as well as l'ullilling legislative ohligalions. While on the other lmml education
could he seen ns self oricntatc<l as the student may be cducuting themselves for their
lm11 imk<...-. t:duc,ttion is m:tiw in that to hi.: t,h1c11tc<l 11 .~tudcm rnu.~t be n p;m or the

education process although the schooling system may hc rc.ictivc with the student
foding they arc having something "<lone" to them.
Woodruff anti Gardial (1995, p. 11) compared customer value and sa!isfoction.

noting tbat customer value has a future orientation and is "what the customer desires
from the product or service". so it "provides direction for the organization:· Albrecht

(1994. p. 14) asserted that customer value is a "new defining precept (and is the)
"customer's perception of specific need fultilmcnt."
Naumann (1994. p. 5) viewed value as "a ratio of benefits to the financial
sacrifice." He argued that the number of factors a customer uses to evaluate a purchase
is often underestimated and that customers combine perceptions and expectations about
financial outlays and link these to expected benefits. Financial sacrifices are made up of
the "transaction price, life cycle costs and some degree of risk.'. This trade-off view is
supported by Bolton and Drew (1991, p 377), who argue that there are "differences in
customers' assessment of value due to differences in monetary costs, non-monetary
..:osts, customers tastes and customer characteristics."
Sheth, et al.'s (1991) study was an attempt to increase our understanding of
market choice behaviour. They identified five value dimensions that they believed
impact on choice, namely:

•

Functional value, which is the product or service's ability to perform some
"functional, utilitarian or physical purpose."

•

Sncinl value. which is the ability ol' the prrn.Juct or service to ''convey the
social image they wish to project"

•

Emotional value. which is a product or service's ahility to evoke positive or
negative feelings.

•

Epistemic value, which arises when there is "something new or different..
about the service or product.

•

Conditional value, which is "contingent on the situation or set of
circumstances faced by the consumer."

Although Sheth et al. (1991) suggested a variety of contexts in which
consumption value would play an important role, their consumption value model does
not appear to have been applied in a service context and, in particular, it has not been
used in an education services context. Consequently, any research that brings value and
education together is likely to provide new and useful insights.

The next chapter

outlines the research approach undertaken to provide these insights.

Value is different things to different consumers; it is both personal and situation
specific. Oliver (1996, p 143) states "that consumers derive some sort of value from
consumption", however, "it is subject to numerous interpretations". Consumers are able
to see value both for themselves and for others. Value then is something that helps
consumers determine what is worthwhile and is applied in both monetary and nonmonetary terms.

I'!

CIIAl'TEH. TIIREE: THE PRESENT STUDY

3.1

Introduction
As discussed in clmptcr one, the purpose ol' the present study wt,s tu identify the

factors that influenced parents' choice of u sccon<lury school for their children and. in

particular. to determine if consu111ption vuluc plays mt important role.

From this

information. it was possible to infer what the marketing implications for schools might

ht!.

3.2. Research Design
The project was designed as an exploratory and investigative study.

It was

conducted in three stages, with data being collected over a 24-month period.
commencing in 1996. Stages 1 and 2 used a qualitative approach to identify the ;'actors
parents considered to be important when choosing a secondary school for their child. A

quantitative approach, based on the findings from the qualitative stages ofthc study.
was used in stage 3. The methods used are described in detail in subsequent sections.

3.3

The Sample

The pllrents who partieipllted in this study were drawn from families who had
children attending the college or who were registered to enrol at the college.

The

college is located in Perth, Western Australia o.nd was established as a co·educationo.l
secondary school in 1994 to provide education within a Christian context to its
surrounding communities.

On its establishment in 1994, the college had three

classrooms, an office and an ablution block. Staff included the principal, one part time
and two full time teachers and a full time clerical assistant.

For the first eighteen
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mnnths ot'upcrntion the college had no scheme electricity, hut nm

1111

generators, and it

was not connected lo the sewerage system. Staff were required to leach in areas outside
their specially suhjccts, howe\'er, they were chosen for their dedication and commitment
Ill teaching and tu thc proposed college ethos. The college.

Ul

the beginning nl' the

study. h.id 1111 enrolment of 182 student'> in Years H. 9 and l 0, which arc the first three
years of high school in Western Australia. At the completion of the research project
students were enrolled in all secondary classes (Years 8 through 12).

The sample for each stage of the study differed and is described below.

3.3. I

Stage I

Stage 1 participants were drawn from parents whose children were already
enrolled in the school in years 8, 9, and 10. A systematic sampling method (Zikmund,
1994, p. 372) was used to divide the college population into its three school years and
pmticipating families were selected from a complete list of students provided by the
college. Three names were selected from each school year, giving a total of nine.
Parents of one child elected not to participate in the study. A total of eight in depth
interviews were conducted with the parents of remaining students. Technical difficulties
prevented the transcription of one taped interview and this was discarded. which meant
that three interviews were obtained from parents with children in years 9 and IO and one
interview from parents with a child in year 8.

3.3.2

S1age 2

In Stage Two, the sample was drawn from the college's register of families that
wished to enrol their children in 1997 and 1999. There were 125 and 177 student mimes

"
respectively for these twu years. Ten liunilics (live from cuch year) were selected using

~l'cry 1wcnty-lilU1 name rrom the Register.
All selected pnrcnts for the 1997 sdmol year participutcd in lhc study. 1lnwcvcr.
only three rrom the 1999 school ye.tr participult:d. One parent rrom the 1999 smnplc

tkclincd to participutc and :mother was not ahlc to make two of the scheduled
nppointmcnts within the research time frame. Two more families were contacted but

neither family wns able to participate in the given time frame. Where appropriate and
possible both parents were asked to be present for the interview.

3.3.3

Stage 3

Parents selected for Stage 3 of the study were on the Register for their children to

attend the college in 2000 and 200 I (i.e. the children were in years 6 and 5 of primary
school respectively). The Register contained 340 names (Year 2000 =172 and Year
2001 o=\68). The register was checked, duplicate addresses were deleted, as were those
whom the College indicated had advised they would like to withdmw from the
enrolment process. With these revisions, which ensured only one survey was se1tt to
any family regardless of year of enrolment, a total of 323 names remained on the
register.

Questionnaires were mailed to all of the families in the revised Register. Thrne
were returned ''no longer at this address", making a total of 320. One hundred and
eighty five useable returns were received within the specified three weeks, an overall
response rate of 58%, which is excellent for mail surveys of this type.

I
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3.4

Dntn Collection

The data wllccliun methmls used in each of the thrcl! stages arc dcscrihcd in

Sections 3.4.1 aml 3.4.2.

3.-1. I

Swgc I mu! Stage 1

In line with the qlmlitativc approach taken in the first two stages. the primary data
collection method was an in-depth. semi-structured interview. Families were invited to
participate in the study through a letter from the college principal. A few days later the
families were contacted by telephone and a suitable appointment time was arranged,

which was confirmed by letter.
Parents were advised the interview would take approximately one hour if both
parents were present.

Interviews lasted, on average, between 50-60 minutes.

The

interviews were conducted in the participants' homes as it was felt that fami!inr
surroundings would help rc,:all and reduce any anxiety participants IClt about a recorded
interview (Whyte, 1960; McCracken, 1988). It was hoped that the greater feeling of
comfort and control would encourage open communication and nllow participants to use
their own terminology when describing their experiences.

Open-ended questions were used to encourage, but not inhibit, respondent's
answers.

The interviews were recorded on audiotape and subsequently transcribed

(McCracken, 1988, p. 41). A separate secretarial agency transcribed the majorit}' of the
tapes so familiarity with the data would not impede later am1lysis (McCracken, 1988, p.
41 ). The researcher checked both the tapes and the subsequent transcripts to ensure
they were accurate accounts ofthe interviews.
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3.-U

Stt1}.:t' 3

The Uata cullcction method for Stage Three wus a mailed qucstiunnairc. Jtlcnlicul
questionnaires were mailed to all parents or students registered to enrol at the college in
2000 nml

:mot.

The only difforcncc between the two sets of qucsLionnuircs was the

year in which the child was registered tu commence al the college. Along with the
questionnaire, parents received n letter from the college principal asking them for their

cooperation. It was pointed out that completion of the survey was voluntary and that

anonymity would be maintained.
Parents were advised that the questionnaire would take approximately 20 minutes
to complete. Every effort was made to make parents feel comfortable about completing

the survey. The questionnaire also gave an assurance of confidentiality and explained
that the survey was to be used for academic purposes. A reply paid envelope was
included for parents' convenience. Parents were asked to complete the questionnaire
and return it within three weeks, which was a date specified on the questionnaire.

3.4.3

Stage 3 - The Questionnaire

Ail the questions in the survey were closed and most had a Likert-typc agree~
disagree fonnat. The questionnaire's sections are described in detail below.

Sections 1 to_3 asked about where the family lived by postcode, the number of
ch,ildren in the family and the age of the child referred to in the survey in relation to
other siblings. Information about other siblings already attending secondary school was
.;;,ked in Sections 4; 5 and 6.
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Sl·ctiuns 7, 8 :md 9 .iskcd whether parcllls had 11Ucnt!cd a private schuol and
whether this influenced their choice.

Section 10 asked uhout perceptions of thl!

collLi:;c's location und !IL'!X:.~.~ibilily, while section.~ 11 and 12 asked :ihout occup.ilinn
and fomily income. Sections 13 and 14 nskcd whether the chil<l had been rcgistcrc<l to
enrol in any other private school.
Section l 6 contained 60 statements and rcspomlcnts were asked to rate each using
a 7 point Likert Scale ranging from "strongly disagree'' (l) to ''strongly agree'' (7). The
statements in this section were developed from two sources. Twenty-one statements

were derived from Sheth et al.'s (1991) and Sweeney, Soutar and Johnson's (1997)
studies but modified to suit the educational service context. These items were related to
three of Sheth et al.'s (1991) five consumption value dimensions (functional value,
social value and emotional value.) The remaining two dimensions (epistemic value and
conditional value) were not felt to be relevant to the context of th~ present study. The
three consumption values dimensions used, together with the statements included in the
questionnaire, are shown in Table 3.1.
The remaining 39 statements were developed from the qualitative interviews
undertaken in the firsl two stages of the research project and asked about parents·
general perceptions of secondary schools. The questionnaire is shown in Appendix I.
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TAIU.E 3,1: Consumption Value Items

·1 he College will allow our child lo du a rnngc ol'thi11gs
The o,llcgc is a vers:uilc in~1i1u1i11n
The Cullcge is likely lo gh·c n gtmd rc1urn for mir mnney
The College is a rc$onubly priced sclmul
The College offers real value for money
The College i> a good school for 1hc price
The College lms consistent quality in its programs
'Ilic College will be around a long lime
The College ll'ill provide a consislem education for our child
The College will pcrfonn well for our child
The College is a well run school
SOCIAL V,ILUE

Our friends will approve ifwe send our child :o the Colle_gc
The College will improve the way We arc perceived by others
The College fits in with our friends' ideas about a good school
The Collei,,,e is appealing and amactive to most people
The College will help us to feel acceptable

EMOTIONAL VALUE

We feel relaxed about sending aur child to the College
We feel good about sending our child 10 the College
We will enjoy being associated with the College
We really want our child to go to the College
It will give us pleasure to have a child at the College

In Section 17, respondents were asked about the likelihood that they would
continue with the enrolment process at the college, using the Juster Scale (Juster. 1966)
that asked respondents to estimate that probability on an eleven point scale ranging from
almost no chance(!) to certain (11).

Section 18 asked about the impact other

influences, such as the media and family and friends, had on them when they were
making their choice. Section 19 included a series of questions to find what parents
would consider spending on their child's education on an annual basis.
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3.5

U:1t11 Analysi.~

The methods Used lo analyse the dala cullcctcd during the three st.igcs of the

n:scurch arc discussed in the subsequent section.

3.5.l

Su1gc.~ I and 2 Analysis
The transcribed tapes were content analysed manually and through the QRS

NUD.JST (1995) program in order to construct categories of meanings and e.xtract

themes from the data collected (Fetterman, 1989). The results of this analysis arc
discussed in detail in chapter four. Questions that typified the categories and themes

were also identified and, as already noted, 39 items developed in this way were
incorporated in the questionnaire used in stage 3.

3.5.2 Stage 3 Analysis
A series of analyses were undertaken to understand the data obtained from the
questionnaire, using the SPSS (1999) statistical analysis program. Initially, descriptive
statistics (including means, medians, stnndard deviations and·variances) were calculated
to provide a profile of the samp!e and some understanding of their opinions about the
issues raised,

Since one of the major purposes of the study was to examine the role that value
plays in the school choice process, the three value dimensions were calculated as
summated ·,scales and their reliabilities were estimated Using Cronbnch's alpha
(Cronbach, ·1951). The remaining_39 items in section 16 ihat were developed from the
first two st~ges of the research we~ then foe tor analysed to determine if there were any
underlying dimensions (Stewart, 1981 ). Since such dimensions were found, scales were
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:1lsn calculated ror these additional foctors hy summing those items that lm<l high foclor
lu,ulings. C\x.•llici,.·nt nlpha \WI.~ ,11.~o estimated for cm:h of thc.~c fiictors.

In order to evaluate the rclutionship between parents' backgrounds and their

perceptions

or the value dimensions and the additiontil

factors and the likelihood tlrnt

they would enrol their child in the college, a series of regressions were cstinmkr.l in

which additional items wac added. The regression results enabled an evaluation to be
mude of the significance and importuncc of the various aspects in explaining parents·

willingness to enrol their child in the college.

3.6

Conclusions

The current chapter outlined the approach taken in the present study to understand
the nature of the school choice process and. in particular, the three stages of the present
re~earch project, which included both qualitative and quantitative phases. The first two
qualitative stages resulted in a great deal of "verbal" data that are presented and
discussed in chapter 4. One of the outcomes of the first two stages was a questionnaire
that was sent to a!l of the families with children on the college's register. The data
obtained from this survey was analysed in a variety of ways and the results of this final
quantitative stage are presented in chapter 5.

CIIAl'Tl~R i,'()lll{: FINUIN(;S ..'l{OM (}lJALITATIVI·: STA<a:s I AND 2

·ti

Introduction

Results

ur the unalysis of the

pcrsrn1al interviews arc reported in this d1aptcr.

which covers the two qualitati\'c slllgcs ol' this study. The formal follows u uniform
pattern of a statement of the theme or inllucnL·ing factor, fh!loWL"d hy n dL·scription of
the theme and nn illustrative quotation or quotations from the interview transcripts.

Passages quoted as illustrations of categories or themes are typical of
interviewees· comments in that category. So as not to Jose the personal nature of the
participants' experience, verbatim quotations are used. which Fetterman ( l 989, p. J 15)
suggests allows the persona] nature of the infonnation to prevail so it is not •'!osl in third
person description." To preserve confidentiality no names arc mentioned. Ten themes
emerged from Stage I of the study and nine from Stage 2 and these arc presented below.

4,2

Themes Identified in Stage I
Parents in Stage I of the study had children enrolled and studying at the college

and are, in Sheth et a]'s. (1991) terms, alrendy in the "consumption process." They
identified the following themes:

4.2.J

Theme J. Discipline

All parents interviewed felt discipline was essential to the provision of a good
education and believed the public school system could not, and did not. provide
adequate discipline. The discipline policy at the college is clearly explained, along with
the consequences, to parents and students on enrolment.

2')

"l think their !college\] discipline system is good because basically it's
very effective and I think thut children need to leurn discipline und I
tlon't think that they're taught it enough in public schools."
"1 just think they can conlrul my child heller in a pri vatc schou!
hL'cmL<;e you've got a discipline or the Chri.<;tian education"
Parents felt discipline provided their child with a secure and sa!'c environment,
free from unruly classroom and playground behaviour. Students were provided with a
set of guidelines or rules that applied to everyone.

•·11 was important for him that there was discipline so that he felt secure
and in a safe environment ... so that he doesn't have to be concerned
about stuff going on that's not appropriate ..,

./.1.2

Theme I -Academic Consideration.1·

Parents saw aca...iemic achievement as important. However, as the school was
new it was difficult for parents to ascertain how the college will perfonn academically.

'·rm happy with, extremely happy with everything at the school, but my
only reservation is academic standing and you don't know that. They
haven't had a chance to put kids 1hrough TEE."

./.1.3 Theme 3 - Leadership
Although the school did not have an academic track record, the influence of the
principal was a primary factor in attracting this group of parents to the college. Parents
repeatedly indicated that the Principal's clear direction, leadership and management
skills, along wilh his reputation as an educator, were influential and considered the
'backbone' of a good school. For most parents in this study the Principal appeared to be
a detennining factor in their choice of school.

J(J

"\just think meeting Mike !the Principal] and speaking with him unr.l
listening ln his philosophy il was spot on with what I believe a school
should provide. [ think as smm as [ met him. I just knew that that was
the place where [ wanted [my child] lo he."
•'IJTd hnd a dilli:rent impression oflhe headmaster, [ don'L know
whether things [enrolment] would have happened:'

./.2../

111emc ./ - School ·.1· Newne.1·s

Many parents were not able to clearly articulate what about the college's newness
attracted them. Many thought the college would try harder to make an impression in all
areas, including academic perfonnance.

"With a new school, even though you are going into an unknown, I still
think because they are new they're going to probably try that little bit
harder."
One parent defined the appeal in terms of their child "grow[ing] with the school"
and that "parents are more able .... to help mou!d the type of education the children get
there"

./.2.5

Theme 5 - location and Accessihilily

The proximity of the school to the family home, or ease of access, was valued by
parents who were interviewed.

"Also proximity to the school. It's nice and close to where we live and
access is reasonably easy."
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-1.1.6

The11w 6. S'odttf Cim1·idem11/111.1·

Most parents believed that they were likely to get a better 'class' of students in a

private school and, that a privntc school education gives children an 'edge' as it is
perceived In be better tlrnn a public school education.

"It may sound snobbish, but I think people who arc prepared to spend the
money and send their children to a private school are the sort of people
who more push their children forwards and try and get the best abilities
from them."
Three parents stated they did not wish to send their children to their local public

school so their choice was limited to private schools .

./.2. 7 Theme 7 - Financial Considerations

Financial considerations and the fees charged for education were a priority for

some of the interviewed parents. The amount each family could budget for their child's
education detennined whether they could afford to send their child to a private school.
Parents believed the fees at the college, along with the available methods of payment.
made the college affordable. They considered it was value for money and within their
financial budgets,

"I think that the value of the college is excellent because it's not as
expensive as some of these other schools that are supposed to be really
good."

4.2.8

Theme 8 - Religious Considerations

Many parents said they were "not particularly looking for a Christian School"
although they "don't mind a bit ofrcligion" and "the omount [of religion] they get down
there won't hurt them".
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One parent had chosen the college hccmtsc it had a rcligious ufliliatinn and they
l'clt "more comfortable anti rch1xcd about whal they arc going to teach."

./.2. 9

Theme 9 - School Size

The parents interviewed considered the current and future size of the college us
very important. The college planned for a maximum enrolment of 640 students, which
it expected to re3ch by 1999. Limiting the number of students reassured parents that
their child would not be lost in the system. The main advantage for interviewees was
the individual attention they believed their child would receive in a small school would
"see a student as an individual and not just a number ".

"I've seen too many kids lost in the school system. Lost in the sense that
nobody is aware of what's going on."

./.2.10 Theme JO- Individual Development
Many parents stressed that it was important for their child to develop as an
individual, whether it was their social skills, feelings of self worth, and/or their
academic improvements. All parents commented on some aspect of their child's
individual development since attending the college and that the school fostered
individual growth.

11

Well I used to think that education was going lo school and gaining a
lot of academic knowledge.... But since [child's name] has been going to
the college I've changed my mind about what education is .... to me the
more important things that [the child's] learning are how to socialise
with other students and just how to feel accepted and encouraged and
how to feel good about [him/her]self.... because [the child's] a valuable
person and I think that's what the college docs."

./.2. I I ,\"rage I C1111d11sim1
0

In summary, parents inlcrvbvc<l during Stage I identified the f{11lowing ten
themes as being important inllucnccs the choice

or secondary

sclmol. although the

inlcn'iewing process did not allow these themes to be ordered in any way.
I. Discipline
2. Academic considerations
3. Leadership
4. School's newness
5. Location/accessibility
6. Social considerations
7. Financial considerations
8. Religious considerations
9. School size
10. Individual development

It can be seen that there is an interrelationship between some of the themes. For
example Academic Considerations, Leadership, Newness of the School and School Size
were related in that the School's Newness meant there was no academic track record but
the Leadership and School Size became the major influencing factors in choosing the
college.
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4.3

Themes cmcq~ing from Sti.gc 2
Stage 2 of the study was ciirrk·d out latvr in 1996. /\!though some fomilic.~ had

been interviewed by the college and ::,xcptcd to commence in 1997, for tbc purpose of
this study they were still prc~consumption customers.

As the college's reputation was more widely known in the community, parents in
Stage 2 had more infom1ation about the college.

The building program was

considerably advanced; children had competed in Maths and Science competitions and
fared well. The college was beginning to devclop a history and some academic profilc.

The major influences on these parents were similar to those of the parents in Stage
1. Although the School's Newness did not emerge as a factor in this stage the way it
did in Stage I, in all other respects the themes that emerged in Stage 2 were similar to
Stage I and are outlined below.

./.3.1

Theme 1. Discipline

Parents saw discipline as providing guidelines, rules and standards that are
appropriate.

"It doesn't mean punishment· it's a path· a nee<l to learn the limits"
"Discipline is having certain standards and being willing to stick by
them. Rather have a school with more discipline than less discipline·
but discipline with understanding and flexibility"
It was seen as important that the school policy was congruent with home and that
school should be "an extension of home life" and "reinforces what we do at home".
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-1.3.2

711eme 2 - Amdemir.: Consider11Jion1·

Academic success was not a priority wilh this group of parents, us they urc
generally "not overly l'usscd with llCadcmic rcsttlts."

One parent summed this up hy

saying they didn't know ir

..The college is any better or any worse educationally - as it's new thcy
might 1101 have the variety of subjects or range of things that government
schools have so this wasn't a priority''
At this stage, parents still did not have traditional academic ac1.1icvcment measures
to assess the school's academic success. Comments such as thcr~ were "no academic

milestones to gauge their success" and aspects such as tl-:c! range of subjects and
curriculum choices "didn't come into it" were common, alttough one parent had "heard
the academic standards were good."

-I. 3. 3

Theme 3 - Leadership

Most parents in this stage of the study had already met the Principal and the
Parents of the Year 7 students had attended their enrolment interviews. Parents who
had met the Principal were "Impressed with the principal - I liked what he had to say..
and his enthusiasm for the school. They also liked the fact that the "Child was involved
in the interview" and the Principal's "expectation of staff explained i.e. to know every
child" and that he "has a clear picture of what he wants" and "plans for the future".

4.3.4

Theme 4 - Localion ,md Accessibilily

The college had negotiated improved bus services along major routes and the
majority of parents in Stage 2 had reasonable access to the college, although one parent
said
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"Location's nol perfect but we ure ahle to drive them tn school hccausc J
work just near the school"
Where access to other private or specialist public schools was thought to he too
difficult. parents opted for more convenient options for their secondary school choice.
of which the college wns in their evoked set.

.. Logistics of getting child to other Private college Lnorth of river] was
not on. Concerns about transport and time of departure and arrival home
at night."
"Had opportunity for scholarship at high school in distant location and it
was too far aw:iy and not in the direction that I worked"

./.3.5

Theme 5 - Social Consideralions

For parents participating in Stage 2, the reputation of the school was important.
While the college was still new for parents in this stage it had been established for three
years and had developed a reputation for discipline and caring for its students. Parents
had "sought out other's opinions" before making their decisions.
Parents viewed reputation in two ways - the positive inforniation they had heard
about the college and their negative perception of public schools. These perceptions
were Jinked to the types of students who attend the school and their perceived social
class: parents wanted "no undesirable clements around my child".

4.3.5.1

Negative reputation ofother schools

One parent said before the college came along

"[We] would have considered crossing boundaries to other high schools
with higher academic record rather than the local high school because of
its reputation."

]7

Participants' perceptions of the !oca) high schouls were not good. "When kids
have to go to school somewhere . , .the lowest place to go is a government schonr· and
the ''Local high school hasn't got the highest reputation uround here". "llorrnr slorics

about the local high school", usually relating to luck of discipline imd problems with
drugs und the ·•wny the kids looked and dressed" helped to reinforce this perception.
Some of the parents, whose children were in Year 7, had attended interviews a\
their local secondary school and made comments such as "it was grotty", "the teacher
looked appalling" and the school did not have a "nice feel to it". Some parents with

o!der children of secondary school age had "experienced the government system and it
was not good'' and there was "No way they were going to the local high school" .

./.3.5.2 Posilive iliformalion and perceptions ofthe college
Parents sought out information and a common source was other parents and the
college's Open Day. The Open Day provided an opportunity for parents to see the
college and talk with the Principal, Teachers, current students and parents. Comments
from parents who had attended an Open Day were that the children they spoke to "liked
the sChool", "liked their friends" and "liked being there".
The influence of peers and talk amongst parents was also influential. There is a
"Nice group of friends going from local primary school" and talking with other parents
at their local primary school who had heard "nice things nnd nice comments" about the
coli_ege.
Parents wanted their children to "associate with people from backgrounds with
more goals and families who have more planned goals".

./.3. (i

1111!/lll' (i • Financiol Co11sid11rolirms

The college's li.:es were considered to be "Something between bigh·end private
schuol and government school''. Parents felt the college was reasonable and affordable

·'Not everyone has money coming out of their cars - it's not as high as
other private schools'' and "had it not been there the child would have
gone to the local government school.··
Price was a consideration for many families, especially for those who would have
more than one child aucnding secondary school simultaneously and a price commitment
of up to five years per child. These parents fdt they had to make some sacrifices in
their budgets so their children could auend private school.

"Education is one thing but then family life and the quality of your life is
also just as important. We didn't want to be working just to pay for the
kids education."
·"Education is not the only call on the money."
Parents in this study had investigated other private schools, however, the •·others
are out of our price range" and "Finances precluded any other more expensive private
schools".

4.17

Theme 7 - Religious Considel'alions

Parents felt they wanted a school that promoted Christian values and "religious
affiliii.tions didn't make a difference". However, one family in this study chose the
college because of its religious affiliation. For another parent it was so there would be
"No social stigma being involved with the church, as there would be in the local high
school".
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For the majority nf parents iL w;is important li.1r the school

lo

have a "Christian

cmplrnsis" and "Christian ways und values" and for one purcnt it was "Mure the feel

tlmt it's a Christian schoo 1than its m.:mlcmic record''.

./.3.8 1'llm1e 8- School Size
School Size was linked to the perception that children would "g<.'t lost in the

system·· or ··headcount" in large government schools. It was thought in a large school
staff might be impersonal "lacking in the personal touch" and not knowing what is

happening in the school
Teachers have greater knowledge of what is happening with the children than in a
"bigger school" with "Nineteen hundred students at local high school - staff lose the

personal touch"

"Teachers and principal have more ofan idea about what's going on in a
smaller school"
Parents believed a small school was more caring and their children would receive
"Good pastoral care" and be "nurtured" and that "the attention would be on the child
more" and the child would have the chance to be known for themselves. This links in
with the importance parents placed on their child's individual development

"The hope with a smaller school is that if child has some sort of problem
they would have the time or take the special time to sort of coach her"
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./. 3. IJ

Tlwme 9 • !11cl/\'id1wl /Jc1•e!o1mwllf

lndividtm] development wus linked lo staff commitmcnl and school sizc,-whcrc
p.ircnts said teachers ·'Encnurngcd !the chil<lj to reach lhi.:ir full potential" und" take tm

interest in the individual.''
Past c:-pcricncc within the primary school system had Jed one parent to believe
•'that the middle of the road children arc ignored" and parents wanted a school where

their child recei\'ed ·'Good pastoral care" and ·'A place where my child would be
nurtured". Children '"Need to feel comfortable at the school."
Parents considered there were "Other things besides education" like the child's

"social and emotional" wellbeing and it was important to "Get people skills rather than
academic skills".

4.3.JO Stage 2 Co11cl11sion
In summary, parents interviewed during Stage 2 identified nine themes as being
important influences in their choice of secondary school. The nine themes were similar
to those identified in Stage I; the only difference being that the School's Newness was
not a direct influence, although it was referred to in comments included under academic
considerations,

In this stage, there was somewhat Jess emphasis on leadership as nn important
choice criterion. ---Stage 2 interviewees had found an opportunity to visit the college on
Open.Days and speak with parents whose children were already attending the college.
This provided them with opinions other than those of the Principal.
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·U

Conclusions
Similar. themes emerged with consumers in both the consumption uml pre

consumption stages and comments by both groups of parents were analogous. One
theme Llmt difli:rcd between thc·two slllgcs was the school's niiwncss, while purcnts
identified it in Stage I it was not an issue for parents in Stage 2. Social consi<lcmtions

appeared to be more of an issue in Stage 2 and emphasis was placed on school
reputation tis much as the type of students who may be attending. The comments made
by parents on Discipline, Academic Considerations and Lcadcrsitip in both stages
appear to be interconnected. Discipline was thought by some parents to be the basis of
a good learning environment and it took a good leader to implement and maintain a
strong discipline policy. The themes that emerged from Slages I and 2 were the basis
of the questionnaire that will be discussed in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER l<'IVE: STA(a,: 3 FINDINGS

5.1

Introduction

The results or the ,inulye,js or responses to the qucst'1unnaire scnl to ull parents on
the college's register for the years :WOO and 2001. which was the quantitative stage of
the present study. me reported in this clmptcr. As was noted in chapter 3, a variety of

statis!icnl procedures were used to examine the data that was collected and the results of
these procedures arc discussed in the sections that follow. starting with an examination
oft he sample's profile.

5.2

Sample Profile

5.2.l

Localion, Convenience and Geographil' Di:,persion

Parents were asked about their residential location.

Sixty six percent of

respondents Jived within five kilometres of the school. While convenience has been
suggested as important to school choice (OECD, 1995), 32% oftht' respondents in the
present survey said they would find it quite or very difficult to travel between home and
the college, suggesting that other school factors can overcome location difficulties.

5.2.2

Position and Number uJChildren in the Family

Respondents were also nsked about the number of children in the family, the
position of the child potentiaJly being enrolled at the coHege relative to other siblings
and whether or not their other children attended secundary school. Ninety six percent of
respondents had two or more children, with 64% of the children registered at the college
being the second or a subsequent child.

Forty nine percent had children attending
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sccondnry school. of which ]4% atlcmlcd the college. There was no disccrnahlc rmltcrn

or attendance at other sccomlnry schools.

5.2.3

/>arcnt.1· 'Schooling /:):periein·e

Questions were also asked about parents' school experiences and its influence on
their choice of secondary school. Thirty seven percent of respondents had attended a
private school and half of these fell that their own school experience had inllucnccd

their decision to send their child to a private school.

5.2 ../

Employment and Income

Employment and income questions were also asked. The majority of families had
two incomes and respondents were employed in a wide range of occupations. as can be
seen in Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1: Employment of Respondents

Domestic duties

%
22

Professional/Sen. Manager

18

34

Self Employed
18
Education/Medical Services 17
Office/C,erica!
15

]]

Respondem

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Craflffr;.desperson

4

Partner

%

No.

Professional/Senior Manager

24
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Self Employed

22

41

Cral\!Tradesperson
Education/Medical Services

15

28

9

17

No.

40

•

"
27

8

Office/Clerical

8

15

Domestic duties

6

II

~tudent

J

5

Manual/Factory Worker

2

4

Shop Worker

2

4

Student

2

3

Service (army/police etc)

2

l

Shop Worker

0.5

'

Retired

0.5

Manual/Factory Worker

0

Retired

0

•
•
•

Service {am1y/police etc)

From the 1996 Census conducted by the Australian Bureau of Statistics ( 1997) it
was ascertained that a weekly income of between $700.00 and $999.00 would be a

I
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likdy m110unt fi1r thL' rc.~r,rnu.lcnL~ to lL~C ,L~ ;111 income hcnchnmrk. On this lmsis, l S'Yr,
had below average incomes and 77%, of the respondents had avcrngc or above avcrngc
incomes. which is not surprising given the potential cosls of si:nding children to a
private school.

12.5

Enmlled al 0/her Pril'ate Secmulwy Sd100/.1·

Parents were also asked whether the chlkl potentially attending the college was
registered at other private schools and if so, which ones. Twenty nine percent of the
respondents had registered their child at other private schools, with most registered at
schools in the same area.

5.2.6

Likelihood ofConlin11i11g Enrolmenl Proces.1·

Respondents were asked how likely they were to continue the enrolment process
at the college using the Juster (1966, 1969) scale. As can be seen in Table 5.2. most

(68%) were certain or almost sure that they would complete the enrolment process at the
college, while very few (less than ten percent) had a less than 50% chance of enrolling
their child if they were given the opportunity.

TABLE 5.2: Likelihood of Continuing the Enrolment Process
Scale
II

lO
9
8

7
6

5
4
3
2
I

Tollll

Likelifwod

Certain
Almost sure {90% likely)
Very probable (80% likely)
Probable (70% likely)
Good possibility (60% likely)
Fairly good possibility (50% likely)
Fair possibility (40% likely)
Some possibility (30% likely)
Slight possibility (20% likely)
Very slight possibility (10% likely)
No change/almost no change(\% likely)

Freq.
88
38
19

%
47.5
20.5
10.3

9

4.8
3.2
4.9
I. I

6
9
2
4
2

4
4
185

2.2
I.I
2.2
2.2
IOO

01111

47.5
68.0
78.3
83.1
86.3

9!.2
92.3
94.5
95.6
97.8
100.0

%
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i\ maximum of 128 student places arc available in each school ycar. The college

incl11<lcs appruxinrntc!y l 75 student mimes on the enrolment register for the availahh:
Ycur 8 pluccs. All parents registering arc aware nf their place on the cnrolmclll register.
Due to the demand ror pluccs, more names arc accepted on the enrolment n:gislcr but
the likelihood of a successful enrolment at the college is negligible for people later on
the register, which may explain the high probabilities obtained.

5.2. 7

Imporwnce ofO!her Influences/Groups on Choice ofthe College

Respondents were asked about how important particular people or groups were in
their choice of the college, using a 7 point scale, ranging from "no influence" ( ! ) to "a
very important influence" (7). As can been seen from the mean scores shown in Table

5.3, the college's principal and teachers were very important influences, followed by the
child and the parents of children attending the co!lcge. Other sources were much less
influential.

TABLE 5.3: Importance of Influence Groups

J11j1111mces
Teachers

•
•

The School Principal
Your Child
Parents of college students
Ex.tended family
Advertising/Promotional Material

Mean
6.25
6.20
5.82
5.10
3.90

3.78

Friends
Media Reports [e.g. newspapers, radio]

3.66

Neighbours

3.10

3.38

I
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5.2.8

,'ii1emli11>! on School Expense.v

l'11rcnl!<i Wl'l"C also 11skcd how much they would con.sider .~pending on their child'.~
cducution each year. Most (62%) were willing to spend over $3,000 on school related
expenses each year. including school fees, uniforms, books, extracurricular aclivilics
and trnnsport. The college's fees arc approximately $3,000 a year so some of the
respondents (36%) arc willing lo spend the minimum to send their child to the college.
suggesting that the college's fees and charges may be at the boundtiry for a sizeable

minority of its parents.

5.3

Decision Criteria
As was noted in chapter 3, the 60 items included in section 16 of the survey were

drawn from the consumption value scale developed by Sweeney Soutar and Johnson
(1997) (21 items) and from the previous two qualitative stages of the present study (39
items). The groups of items from each source are examined in tum, beginning with
those developed within the present study. The means and standard deviations of the 39
items developed within the present study are shown in Table 5.4.
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TABLE 5.4: Descriptive St:1listics - 39 Items tlcvclopccJ within the study
Item

•
•
•
•

,'He1111

There is :1 lack nfdb,·iplinc i11111osl high sclmub

5.22

Tc:1d1crs arc c:1rcl\1lly sckctcd :1\ pris·atc colleges
Rcligi11u, c,luc11lio11 is important

5.39
4.6'J

Discipline ,1ids .i child's learning
A schnul'S imugc is imporl:lnl

5.95
5.61

Siii Dev

ux
1.19
1.(,7
I.IJ2
!.17
1.44

Children gel "Inst in the system" i11 large schuols

5.68

Gowrnmcnt schools do nut lm,·c 1111urturing cm·ironmcnl

4.82

l.3X

l'arcnls ,,re more imulwd in u child's education at" pril':itC sdwul

4.81

1.40

We feel f\m:cd to semi <1ur child lo a pri\·ate schm,I hccauoc uf!hcir ad\'anl"gcs
A school's rcputn1ion is important

4.52
5.74

The J;llWmmcm syslcm pr,widcs u good :111 rnund education
A school's locution i.s imponanl

3.87
5.!14

Our hu<:kgrouml lrns innucnccd our decision to cn11sidcr the college
Paying fees invoh·cs parents in 1hc school
Children receive a bcncrcducation al a private ~d1nol
! am familiar with the secondary education syMcm
,\ school's academic success is important
Private schools offer nmre opportunity for a,·udcmic success
Go,·crnmcnt Schools do not offer as much opp01111nil}" for personal
de"clopmcnt
A school's religious aOiliation plU)'S u big part in" child"s cducmiun
[ reel reluctant about paying school recs
Parents should be in,•oh·ed in their child's education
l'.~tm·i;urriculur acth-itics arc important lo a child's cducatio11
Private sdmols offer more job opportunitic~
Paying fc..:s for li\"C )'Cars will he a prnblcm l\ir us
Only wealthy people send their children to privmc schools
A private school cducnlion is a waste of money
High achic,·lng pan:nls send their children lo pril"atc colleges
Attending a private school enhances a child's future
Professional people send their children lo pris·utc ;chools
This college appeals lo our frienJs
We would foci guilty ifwe couldn"l olfor our ch ltd the best cd1•1;atio111wnilnhlc
Children innucncc thcirpnrcnts' choice of~\·1.amdary school
lfwc came into a lnrgc amuunt of money this would innucncc nor choice oi"
school
Ifour income w115 subsrnntially reduced we would chungc our d10icc oficl10ol
If we shifted lo ano1hcr area this would clmngc our chniec of sch11ul
]four child didn't like the school they were nllcnding. wc would change
schools
We would consider changing schools ifnur ch!ld wns not 11chicl"it1g
cxp1:c1alions

4.34
4.14
5.11
4.30
5.41
5.11
4.65

1.67
1.14
1.37
1.44
1.79
1.51
I.JU
I.JS

1.11
1.27
3.27

4.11
3.47
6.31
5.85
4.63
3. 77
2.86
2.30
4.01
·1.88
4.28
3.56
4.58
4.04
4.01

1.58
1.67
0.93
1.10
l.41
1.78

3.94

1.79

4.(14
4.40

1.60

-1.(,J

1.63

1.58

1.61
1.85
1.36
1.72

l.59
1.91
l.69
2.13

l.76

l lowever, ns it was likely there were relationships hctween the JC) items, u
principal 1:omponcnts analysis was undertaken to determine the nature of the underlying
dimensions.

The Kaiscr-Meycr-Olkin measure of sampling mlcquat:y was 0.66.

suggesting that a fot:tor analysis would be useful.

A st:rce diagrnm (Callcll, 1966)

suggested that seven fi.11:tors t:mild be usefully retained. 1/owever, five items (sd10ol
location. familiarity wilh the secondary education system, opportunities in government
schools for personal development. the "snob'" value of private schools and the impat:t of
income reduction on school choice) had low communalities (less than 0.30) and were
removed from the analysis. The seven factors explained 54% of the total variance in the
remaining 34 items. The factor loadings of the 34 items after a varimax rotation was
undertaken to obtain simple structure arc shown in Table 5.5. Factor name-;, developed
from a consideration of the high loading items, are also shown and a brief description of
each factor follows the Table.
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TAHLE 5.5: Factor Loadings (high hmtling items) - 34 Items

Fllctor I Prfrutl.!·p11blic Compuri.wm
V.l·l
\'2(,
VJ7
V20
V2H
V27
V6(,
\130
\152
\'2S

Children rccci1·c .i bell er c,JLic:uinn at a pri1·nle sd111ul
Gm·cnmicnt sclrnnls ,I., nol )1.11·e a nurturi1111 cn,·irnnmcut
l'ri1·atc sclmL>l oll~r more oprc,rluni1y for :1eademic success
There is 11 l:1c~ nl'di.sciplinc in 11m,1 high sch.,ols
We l~d forced tu sc11d uur child In:, prisalc ,ch,ml bcc:111;c 111"thcir a<lvunmgc,
Parent arc more inn,l\'cd i!I :1 child',; :duca1ic,11 ill a pri\·alc sdmol
Attendln11 a pri1·mc sd1unl cnlmnccs a child's lhtllre
The gm·crn111enl system prtl\'idcs a gcood ull rnund cducaiic,n
l'ri1·a1c Sd1uul.s l1tfrr more juh opponunitics 11hen cducatinn is completed
ehil,hn gel "l()st in the sy.iecn .. in large ,chonls

H1c/11r
l.11utlh111.1·
.71J
,(,'/

.6'1
.6)
.(,()

'"

.51
.5(,

55
.51

Factor 2 Social /11jlue11ces
\167
\1(,5

\168
V75
V7J

Professional people send 1l1cir children to pri1·ate school;
I ligh achieving parents send their children 10 pri1·atc colleges
The college appeals to our friends
lf11·e came into u large amount ofmonc}' thi., 11ould influence nur choice orschoc,I
We would foci guilly ifwe couldn't offer uur child the best c..!ucullon a,·ailablc

.70
M
.66
.52

AS

Factor 3 Cl,angi11g Scl,oo[s
V78
\179
\174
V77

!four child didn't like the school they were mt ending we would change schools
We \\'Ould wnsidcr chang\ng schools if our child \\as not achic1·ing c.~pccrntions
Children influence their parents' choice of secondar)' school
(fwc shiftc.J lo another area thi.s wo11ld chnngc our elm ice of school

.78

.75
.63
.(,2

Factor 4 Religious ll1volvemellt
V39
V22
V32
VJJ

A school's religious affiliation plays a big p~n in u child"s education
Religious education is important
Our background h115 influenced our decision to consi<!er the college
Paying fees im·olvcd parents in school

.87
.8~

.55

AS

Factor 5 Educational Effectiveness
V50
VJ6
VS 1
V23

Parents should be involved in their childrcn'f education
A school's ncudemic succc.ss is important
Extra curricuhu activities arc imponant lo a cl1ild's education
Discipline aids a child's learning

.n
.63
.62
A1

Factor 6 Fi11011cia/ Co11sideratio11s
V49
V59
V61
V60

I feel rcluctunt about pnying schools fees
Paying fees for live years will be u problem for us
A private school education is ll wuotc of money
Only wealthy people send Lheir children to pril~1c school>

.72
.72

.57
.55

F:actor 7 Image
V24
V29
V21

A school's image is important
A school's reputation is important
Teachers an: carefully selcc1cd al private colleges

.<,2
.53

AS
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5. 3. I

Vacwr I - !'rfralr-1'11hfic l.i1111pm·1'.w11
The items that [uatlcd highly onto factor one were thosi.: that comrurcd

private und puhlic schools (e.g. "Children receive a helter c<lucntion at a privt1lc
school'").

Such lJUl.!stions were concerned ahuut education qu.ility und

opportunities for academic success, as well us ahout the impact ofa school on the
child's future. Conscqucnt!y, the factor was tcrmc<l ''privalc-puhlic comparison:'

5.3.2

Factor 2 - Social Influences
The variablcs that related to factor two were concerned with the appeal

the college had with parents' friends and perceptions about the types of people
who send their children to private schools. It was termed a "social influences"
factor.

5.3.3

Fae/or 3 - Changing Schools
Factor three was more difficult to name as it related to shifting to another

area, the child's preferences and whether the child was achieving to their
expectations. It seems that the factor could be termed a "changing schools''
factor.

5.3.4

Factor 4 - Religious lnvoll'ement
The two highest loading items asked about the importance of the

school's religious affiliation and of religious education.

Parents' background.

which could impact on their religious beliefs, also loaded onto this factor, as did
items relating to the payment of school fees and parent involvement. However, ns
there was a considerable fall in the loadings afler the first two items and n
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suh.'il..'l\llcnt reduction in rclinhility when all of the item.~ were rctuincd, thi.: fir.~t
two items were rctai1ll'<l to calculate n "religious invulvcmcnt" factor.

5.3.5

F'r.tc/or 5 - Educaliimal EJ]i!clivene.1·.1·
The items that loaded onlo fo.ctor live were those concerned with making

education more effective (i.e. parent involvement, extra-curricular activities.
discipline and a school's success in the academic area). Consequently, the factor
was tenned "educatiom1l effectiveness."

5.3.6

Factor 6- Financial Co11siden1/ions
Items that asked about parents' commitment to paying school fees, and

the financial difficulties parents might experience, loaded onto this factor.

Consequently, factor six was tenned a "financial commitment" factor.

5.3. 7

Factor 7 - Image
The three variables that loaded onto factor seven were concerned about

image and reputation. Consequently, the factor was termed an "image" factor:
The mean scores and standard deviations of the seven dimensions and the
five items that were initially excluded are shown in Table 5.6. All of the alpha
reliability coefficients were equal to or greater than 0.60, which makes the scales
acceptable in an exploratory study such as the present investigation.
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TAHU~ 5.6: Means, St:mdnrtl Devintions and Reliabilities oflhc Seven
F11ctors 11ntl Remaining Statements
Dim<!11Jioulltc111

Meu/1

Stu11d1ml
/Jeviti//1111

Afp/w
Nef/ubilily

Private-public comparison

4.86

0.89

0.84

Social influences

4.47

1.19

0.68

Changing schools

4.2\

l.15

0.76

Religious involvement

4.40

1.52

0.76

Educational effectiveness

5.88

0.70

0.60

Financial considerations

3.10

1.14

0.66

Image

5.58

0.90

0,66

A school's location is important

5.04

1.44

I am familiar wi1h the srcondary education
system

4.30

l.35

Government schools don't offer as much
opportunity for personal development

4.65

3.27

Private schools have "snob" value

4.02

1.56

)four income was substantially reduced, we
would change our choice of school

3.94

l.79

""
""
""
""
""

As can be seen from the table, educational effectiveness was seen as
crucial, as was school image. Other factors were less crucial and respondents
were least concerned about financial concerns and the impact of a reduced income
on their school decision, suggesting that they had already taken the costs of a
private school education into account in their budgeting.

5.4 Consumption Value Items
As mentioned earlier, 21 items were included in the survey thnt attempted to
measure three of Sheth et al.'s (1991) consumption value dimeiL~ions. These items.
developed by Sweeney et al. (1997), were designed as general value items but were

I
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particularised in the present study to rellect the sclwol choice situation hi.!ing
investigated.

The me;1n scores, standard deviations and alpha coellicients for the

functional. sociul and emotional value subscale urc shown in Table 5.7.

TAHLE 5.7: Consumption Value Dimensions
Meu11Sc1m:

Dfme11.vim,

•
•
•

Functional Value
Soeinl Value
Emotional Value

5.42
J.52
5.64

S1111rdurd
De1•f11lit111

Afpl,u

Cuefflcie,r/

1.16

.93
.76

l.07

.90

0.88

As can be seen from the Table, the Emotional and Functional dimensions had
higher mean scores than did the social dimension and t-tests found that the three
dimensions had significantly different means (at the I% level). It would seem that the
respondents in the present survey placed more value on the emotional and functional
aspects of a school than they did on its social aspects.

5.5

Regression Analysis

A major purpose of the present study was to detennine if there was II relationship
between parents' intention to enrol their child in the college and the suggested decision
dimensions (the three consumption value dimensions, the seven dimensions developed
within the study and the five items that did not load onto any of the seven dimensions).
Consequently, regression analysis was used to estim11te the nature and strength of these
relationships, as well as to examine the role that parents' backgrounds play on the
decision to send a child to the college.

Initially, the background data collected (e.g. income, employment and family
structure) were included as explanatory variables and regressed against responses to the
Juster. likelihood scale.

The ten dimensions and the non-loading items were then
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included ns imlcpcmknt vminhlcs in a !:cp;irnt1..· r1..·gression,

Finally,

ii

combined

regression \\'as estimated in which the background <l11ta were inclu<lc<l lirst to control for

their impact on the decision process.
Using n stepwise regression procedure, it was found that the three background
varh1blcs shown in Table 5.8 had a significant relationship with the likelihood of
sending a child to the college. The F st:itistic of 12.11 was significant beyond the)%
level but the adjusted R2 statistic was 0.17, suggesting that, while some background

variables influence the enrolment decision, there are other more important factors.
As can be seen from the table, children who arc already enrolled elsewhere or who
have at least two older siblings are less likely to attend, while families who would not
find it difficult to travel to the school are more likely to continue the enrolment process.
Further, 11s can be seen from the standardised regression coefficients, enrolment at
another school has considerably more impact than either of the other variables. It would
seem that "multiple-register" families are still considering their final decision while
those who have only registered at the college have already made up their mind. perhaps
because there are no other private school options.

TABLE 5.8: Regression analysis - Background Data
Vur/ub/e

Regrl!Ssfrm
Coefjicie::t

St111ulur
11 F.rror

Stu111frml/u1I
Regres.du11

,_

Sig,

stutl.~tic

Coefj1e/e111

•
•
•

Enrolled at another school
No difficully in travelling to
the college
Third or later in birth order
Constant

-l.84
0.78

0.38
0.37

-0.34
0.15

-4.81
2.09

0.00
0.04

-0.83
9.46

0.47
0.35

-0.12

-L75
27.25

0.08
0.00
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When the decision dimensions were included as cxplunatory variuhlcs and
rcgrcssctl against n.:sponscs to the Juster likelihood scale, it was fi.1un<l th.il the three

background variables shown in Tahlc 5.9 had a significanl relationship wilh the
likelihood orsl!nding a child to lhc college. The F stutislic of29.95
beyond the 1% level and the adjusted R2 statistic

WllS

WllS

significant well

0.44. suggesting that the decision

dimension plays a major role in the school decision process.
As can be seen from the Table, parents who believed that they would obtain
emotional value from sending their child to the college and who believed that location
was important were more likely to continue the enrolment process, Parents who were
"concerned" about income falling or who thought image and educational e!Tcctiveness
were important were less likely to continue the enrolment process. The final items may
have a negative impact because of the college's "newness." As it develops a reputation
(image) and can demonstrate that it is an educationally effective school, these factors·
impact may lessen.

TABLE 5.9: Regression analysis - Decision Dimensions

Yarlable

Emotional value
If income fell, we would
change choice
Image
School location is
important
Educational effectiveness

• Constu/11

Stam/arr!
Error

Stam/11r1/iserl
Regrenio11
Coeffide11/

f·.~ftttl~tic

1.63
·0.21

0.15
0.08

0.70
-0.15

l l.06
-2.69

0.00
0.01

-0.34
0.23

0.18
O.lO

-0.12
0.13

-1.91
2.37

0.06
0.02

-0.46
4.43

0.22
l.35

-0.13

-2.11
3.29

O.D4
0.00

Regrenltm
Coefjiclellt

Sig.

Finally, the background data and the decision dimensions were combined into a
single regression, in which the background variables were introduced lirst to control for

sr,
their impact. The results ohtainc<l arc shown in Tahlc 5. 10. Tbt: regression had an F
statistic of 30. 10, which is significnnt well hcyuml the 1%, level umJ mi adjusted 1{ 2 ol'
0.49. suggesting that the comhim:d dalH si.:L cxpluincd uhnut lmlf"ofthc variancc in the
Juster scale rcsponst:s, which is c.~trcmcly good in a cross scclion.1] analysis ufthis type.

Further, the combined mialysis confirmed the earlier findings and suggcstcd th.it the
college presently rdicd on crcnting emotional value as this factor had the greatest
impact on parents· decision process.

Further. the combined result suggested that

educational effectiveness. rather than image. was the key to persuading parents who

were concerned about sending their children to a new school.

TABLE 5.10: Regression analysis - Combined Analysis
Yuriuble

Enrolled at another school
No difficulty in travelling to
the college
Third or later in binh order
Emotional value
Educational etTec(ivcncss
School location is important
Crms/11111

5.6

Re,:res.fiu11
G1effleie111

Stum/11rd
Error

-0.96
0.86

0.31
0.29

-0.70
1.40
0.56
-0.18

0.36
0.!4
0.20
0.08
1.27

5.25

Stundur1!i.1"ed
Regres.1/rm
Cueffit:le11t
-0.18
0.16
-0.10
0.60
-0.16
-0.13

t-s1u1i.ulr:

Sig.

-H2

0.00
0.00

2.94
-1.96
10.24
-2.78
-2.32

,1.15

o.os
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.00

Conclusions
Those parents who have their children registered at other private schools appear to

be keeping their options open, which may be influenced by 1heir place on the college's
register. Given parents are aware of their child's place on the register this may have
influenced their responses to the question on the likelihood of continuing the enrolment
process and may, in tum, have influenced other responses.
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There arc m111lip!c inllucnccs that affect a parent's decision ahout thi.: choice of
scctrndary school for thdr child antl, for this study in purticular, the likclihmH.l that thi.:y

will continue with the enrolment process. School location, the child's position on the
rc!,\istcr. their enrolment at other schools and the order

or their birth within the family

:m: likdy to have inllucnccd pnrcms· decisions. l lowcvcr, the most important inllui:ncc
on th!! parents in this study was the emotional value the college offered them. Being a
new school. the college had no established image and no academic record on which

potential customers could base its educational effectiveness and parents who considered
this to be important were less likely to continue the enrolment process

Cll,WTEH. SIX: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPl,ICATIONS
(1.I

lntrotluclion
The present study investigated some of the factors tlrnt influence pllrents when

they arc choosing a secondary school for their children. The study had three stages, the
first two being qualitmive and the third quantitative. Results from all three stages were
discussed in the previous chapters, culminutiog in the regression analyses that were
undertaken to sec whether parents' school r'
seen in the last chapter. the suggested model was a gv.

,u]<l be predicted. As was
:tor of the choice process.

A number of issues and conclusions emerged from the stud}' ,md they are discussed in
the present chapter.

6.2

A Comparison to the Literature on School Choice
The major themes that emerged from the qualitative research carried out in Stages

l and 2 of the present study supported previous research into school choice (e.g. Hamlin
& Henry, 1996; Young, 1986; Kamin & Erickson, 1981; Crawford & Freeman, 1996;

OECD, 1995; Long & Toma, 1988). However, three additional themes emerged from
the present interviews (leadership, school size and persona! development) that do not
appear to have been discussed previously. although the importance of leadership has
long been recognised through the principal's role of giving "the school unity" (Rolland
(1936) cited in McKcown & Hone, 1976, p. 3). The major themes that emerged were:

• Leadership was seen as important because it defined the school's ethos and, for
the parents surveyed, it seem to be related to the influence and vision the
principal brought to the college.
• School size was seen as important, as many parents did not want to send their
child to a large school in which they felt their child would be lost and in which
they would have less chance of achieving their potential.

5'>

• Individual dcvdopmcnt was seen as important hccuusc purcnls wanted their
chilt! to be recognised as an individuu], with individual needs that w1rnld the
sdwn! would tnkc into uccuunt whilc the child was cnrollc<l.

ti. 2. I

I.om/ irm mu/ ti cce.u ihl/ily

Previous research had highlighted the importance of a school's location and
accessibility (OECD, 1995; Young, [986). Although some of the Stage I and Stage 2
parents fdt loc3tion and accessibility were relevant, an examination of the areas from
which the college's students were drawn found many families resided more than 10
kilometres from the college and there were no direct public transport links that made

access to the college easy.
It seems that location and difficulty of ".:c.:ss are important and do reduce the
likelihood of a child attending a school. However. they may be overcome by other
factors (Kamin & Erickson, 1981). This interpretation was confirmed in the Stage 3
subsequent regression analysis as school location was found to be a significant predictor
of parents continuing the enrolment process at the college, but its impact was smaller
than a number of other factors.

6.2.2

Social Com·iderulions

Hopkinson (1991) found that the quality of students and the social class from
which they were drawn were two potentially important choice criteria for parents and
this was also found in the present sludy.

I
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6. 2.3

Schoof '.1· N,·w11e.\·.1·

While research undcrlakcn by lhc OECD (!CJCJ5, p. 2CJ) suggested thal parents
were unwilling to 'experiment' with their child's education (especially when deciding
uboul secondary education), comments by parents in Stugc l of the present sludy
suggested that parents. although wary and concerned, were willing to send their child to
a new school that did not have an established reputation. Stage 3 results, however,
highlighted that. for some parents, the image and reputation of a school arc important
and, if this was so, such parents were less likely than other parents to continue their
enrolment process with the college, which was a very new school that had yet to
develop a strong image or reputation.

6.2. ./

Religious Considerations

The OECD (1995, p. 28) reported that "schools with a religious identity are
offering an alternative that may be chosen not just by the religiously-motivated'' and
this statement summed up the feelings uf many of the parents interviewed in the present
study,

6.3

The Relevance of Consumption Value
As was noted in previous chapters, the present study also examined the impact of

a consumer behaviour construct (consumption value) on the school choice process.
Sheth et al. (1991, p. I0) suggested that consumption value provides a useful framework
from which to examine such choices, noting that "social, physical, and economic
situations may all influence choice, creating temporary or conditional social and
functional value." When attempting to place the criteria raised by parents into a value
framework, it was sometimes difficult to determine which of Sheth et al.'s (1991) five

6I

value dimcnskms related best to pnrtidpnnts' responses.

For example, at:ccssibi!ily

could create ctmditional or functional value. The limitations of Shc:th ct al.'s (1991)
suggestions in a .~tmly such as the present one arc discussed later in this clmptcr.

Parents in Stage\, particularly those with Year 9 and 10 students aucnding the
college. felt they ··really only had the word of the Principal to go on" when they made
their choice. ns there was li1tlc information in the market place about the college

because it had just opened.

This "newness'' attracted some parents and could have

created epistemic value as the college had "lhc capacity to provide something new or
difiercnt'' (Sheth et al. 1991, p. 21). Epistemic value may only relate to participants in
Stage I as. by Stage 3, the college had developed a name in the market place and
respondents to the Stage 3 survey were well aware of the college's existence, culture
and ethos.

Conditional value is "contingent on the situation or set of circumstances faced by
the consumer" (Sheth et al. 1991, p. 10).

Secondary school choice is a long-term

decision as it is a five-year commitment for most parents. Conditional value may affect
parents' choices, as suggested in some of the comments from parents interviewed in
Stages I and 2:

• a change in financial circumstances, "ifwe won lotto then maybe I might
think about other private schools",
• shifting to a suburb where access to the college became too difficult,
• a perception that their child was not performing in their present school
environment, and
• a breach of the discipline policy by the child, resulting in expulsion from the
school.
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ln lhL'

St11!,lC

J survey,

110

specific questions mcaL~urcd cunditional value.

I !owcvcr, Factor Three (Clmnt;ing Sclmols) could he related to this dimension as it was
conccrnctl. at least in part, with the likelihood that parents would chungc schools il'thcir
situation changed.

Functional value arises when a product or service has a "functional, utilit[lrian or
physie3l purpose" (Sheth ct 31. 1991, p. 8). School attributes such as physical facilities.
curriculum choice, location and accessibility can create functional value.
Three types of functional value were included in the Stage 3 survey (versatility.
price and performance). Versatility value is created if parents believe that the college is
offers a range of features for children. such as extra curricular activities, and that it can
take account of individual differences to ensure each child is offered an appropriate
education.

Price value is created when parents' believe that they get a good return for the
money they spend on sending their child to the college and that the co!lege is a
reasonably priced school that provides good value for money. Performance value is
created through the consistency in the college's programs and education processes.
being well run, being likely to be around for a long time and being able to perfom1 to
parents' educational expectations.

Social value arises when a product or service conveys "the social image
(purchasers) wish to project" (Sheth et 11!. 1991, p. 8). Parents may feel that having a
child attending a private fee paying school provides social value to their family and
perceptions of a school's social status, perhaps through the fees charged, could
influence their decision to send a child to that school. The types of students and their
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parents and the location of the school may also have social value, 11s they arc easily seen
ant! idcntilinblc by people no\ directly involved with the school.
In the college ·s foundation yeur ( 1994 ), parents electing lo cnrnl their childn.:n <lid
not uppcar to he intlucnccd by social cnnsidcrntions, but this may explain why
enrolments were low. as only 57 of the 128 available places were filled in that yet1r.
Thi! following yl!ar saw an incmisc in student l!nrolments while, in 1996, parents had to
place their children's names on a wuiting list. as is currently the case. The only social
value indicator for parents in 1994 was the school fee that the college charged. relative
to other private schools, including well established "branded·' colleges and some less
expensive private schools in the immediate area. Such a price comparison would have
suggested that the college had lower social status, as school fees were kept low as a
matter of school policy.

Emotional value arises from a product or service's ability to evoke a customer's
feelings. Sheth et al. (1991, p. 20) noted that feelings. such as comfort, security, anger.
fear and guilt may be associated with a service. Parents interviewed in Stage 1 and 2 of
the present study recalled memories of their own school experiences that had aroused
feelings of anger or fear. Some memories were positive, however, as one parent noted:

"My own experience with private school was that it gave you a feeling
of self confidence and self discipline."
In the case where the parent's secondary school experience was negative, the hope
that the college would enable them to establish a relationship with the principal or with
the college's teachers provided some comfort that their child's schooling would be less
traumatic than their own experiences.

I
The collcgc·.s rcligiou.~ alliliations also aroused cmnlions l'or some and one parcnl
in Stage :2 stressed that this was essential to thi.: choice.

While the colh:gc has a

religious affiliation il could be thnt some purcnts valued the college's Christian vu)ucs.

rather thun il' s af!i\iution with a particular Christian denomination.
School choice is very pi.!rsona! decision and the emphasis placed on the various
criteria differed nmrkcdly among participants, which is line with Sheth ct al.'s (199[)
consumption value research and with the OECD's { l 995) research into school choice.

6.4

Limitations of Sheth, Newman and Gross's Model

Although the consumption value model was designed to help organisations
understand the choice criteria consumers used to make choices in their markets. the
present study suggested that the five consumption value dimensions Sheth ct al. (1991)
developed may have limited applicability to the school choice process.

Sheth et al. (1991, p. 13) argued that their model was "applicable to choices that
are made by an individual on a systematic and voluntary basis.''

An individual,

however, does not usually make the choice about which school their child will attend.
In most cases, the choice is a family decision, with child:en in many families having.
considerable influence in the process and the decision.

Further, it is debatable whether the school choice is made systematically.
Systematic choice "requires a nominal degree of deliberation" and "is at least somewhat
important; that the alternatives are differentiated; and that the consumer knows how to
choose among alternatives, either as function of experience or of product knowledge''
(Sheth et al. 1991, p. 14).

The applicability of the model may be limited when

considering school choice, as a number of the parents interviewed in Stages I and 2 felt

tlrnl they had only vel)' limited experience or knowledge !hal would hdp them choose
their child's sccondnry school. especially if the child was their Jirsl horn.
Sheth cl nl. (1991. p. 14) noted that the ''market structure generally limits the
alternatives," which is the case with school clmice as parents may be limited by lucation
or finances. Sheth cl al. ( I 991. p. 14) also argued that choices arc sometimes ''made by
others rather t!um the user." which is the case for school choice as the child, nut the
parent. attends the school.
Sheth el al. ( 199 L p. 16) further argued that there were three levels of market
choice behaviour, namely:

6.5

•

The choice to buy or not to buy. Parents have no choice as they have to educate
their children as they are forced by law to "buy" into the education system at
least until the child is fifteen.

•

The choice of product type. The choice most parents face is between a private
and a public {government) school. although home schooling is an alternative for
a small minority of the population.

•

The choice of brand. ]fa parent chooses a government school there is little or
no choice of"brand." There is a range of private schools but choice may be
dependent on the availability of space and the attributes that parents value. as
discussed earlier in this thesis.
Sample Characteristics Issues

The sample included parents at different stages of the consumption process. which
may have influenced their responses. Stage I parents were currently consuming the
college's services as their children were attending the school and their responses may
reflect their experiences from their association with the college. Stage 2 parents, on the
other hand, were in the pre-consumption stage, although they had been advised that
their child had been accepted to attend the college. It should be noted that responses by
parents in both the pre-consumption and the consumption stages were very similar.
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suggesting that thdr college c.',;pcrienecs may nut have changed many ol' the Stage 1
parents" views.
Stage 3 parents were a!so in the prc-cnnsumplion stage as the child hml a place on
the register hut they had not been informed of the outcome at the time the questionnaire
was distributed. I lowevcr. thirty four percent of the Stage 3 rcspondlmts already had a
child attending the college and their experiences with their older children arc likely to
have intluenccd their responses to the survey.
The sample was parents who were seeking to send their children to a relatively
new school and this may reduce the genern!isability of the results. Additional research
which includes both private and government schools may improve the results.

6.6

Implications for the Marketing of Schools
A common theme that emerged during the Stages l and 2 interviews was that

parents felt they lacked "factual" information about the secondary schools that their
child might attend. Parents felt they had to actively search for information if they were
thinking about alternatives other than the local government high school for their
children. Interestingly, most of the parents interviewed had heard about the college
from other parents, suggesting the importance of positive word of mouth in professional
service situations, such as the present one. As one parent noted:

"We talk when we are on canteen duty (at the local primary school)
about where our children will go to high school.'"
After becoming aware of the existence of the college, many parents visited the
college on one of it "Open Days." The Open Days offered parents and children an
opportunity to talk to teachers and the principal, as well as with current students and
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their parents. As noted in chapter live, the school principal and lhi.: 1cm.:hcrs were
important inllumccs, so Open Day experiences un: likely to have a vit.tl inllui..m:c on
the decision process amt need 10 he well coordinated and managed.
While. in the beginning, the "~chonl\ newness" may have attracted some parents,

according to the Principal, many parents were concerned about the collcgc°s "newness"
and were apprehensive because it had very few facilitic:., no history and no L>sl1lbli~·hcd
academic reputation. This newness resulted in many parents in the very early days

deciding not to take a chance on the college and, therefore, they did not enrol their child
during its first two years of operation, suggesting that perceived risk may have been a
major factor in the "new" situation.
Some parents were willing to take a chance on a new school, however, feeling that
they might be given an opportunity to have greater input during the college's formative
stages, which was evident from many of the comments made by parents interviewed in
Stage 1. In the context of education, alternative teaching methods may have epistemic
value.

However, as the majority of parents seem to be "reluctant to subject their

children to anything that may seem 'experimental'"' (OECD, 1995, p. 29), this may not
be an appropriate strategy for private schools. It was apparent that parents believed
even though it was a new school, the college offered a very traditional high school
education, with a very strict disciplinary code. In any further research, what is new and
different in education needs to be defined and exumined more closely than was possible
in the present study of a single school.

As competition increases and more parents consider sending their children to
private schools, adopting a marketing approach that differentiates a school in the market
place will be essential, regardless of the balance between supply and demand. The

present study wns designed to uncover the lhctors that parents thm1ght were important
when they were choosing a secondary school for thdr children. Understm1din.: these
factors should help est.iblishcd and new private schools develop more effective
marketing. strategics. including their choices of target murkets and location, as well as
their educatimml emphasis, foe structure um.I disciplinary policies. Even the choices of'
an appropriate mm1c, nnd a well defined positioning statement, m.iy be uncovered from
the type of research that was undertaken in the present study.
However, in the present study, parents were not asked how important the wuious
decision factors were or how they might trade off between these factors. That is. the
study did not ask if parents were willing to give up emotional value for a price reduction
or if educational effectiveness would be traded off for a more accessible location. Such
information would be invaluable to schools attempting to develop long-term plans and
further research of this nature is needed to add to the information obtained in the present
study.

6. 7

1r:onclusions
The res.:)t<; obtained in the present study suggested that private schools provide

value to parents as much as they do to the children they educate.

It is therefore

important that schoois take account of the factors parents' value when developing
strategies for growth and development.

In an environment of change, in which the idea of school choice within the public
sector is being debated, it will be imperative that private schools, particularly new
private schools, understand the relationship between the school und its purcnts and
students.

Acm!cmic and social outcomes arc <liflicult Ill dctcrrnii1c in the short run and may
nol he rcali~ctl unlil long :dlcr the child has linishc<l their schooling. As emotional
value is shorl term and happens

11:;

lhc <lcd~·inn

11bo:iut

a .~d1qo) is being ma<lc. it i.~ not

surprising thal this value dimension played a major role in the choice process, as was
seen in the lina! regression analysis. A purcnl ncc<ls to feel "good" about their decision.
believing they arc doing the "right thing"' by their child in their choice of school. if they
arc to make the decision to send a child to a school, particularly if the school is a private
institution that charges fees.
It is essential that the school's marketing efforts, while including functional

aspects, such as physical facilities, and implying social value, such as the types of
parents whose children attend the school, must also place significant emphasis on
making parents feel good about their decision to send a child to the school as it is
emotional value that is crucial to the choice.
With an adjusted R2 of 0.49 in the final regression, which is high in a cro~s
sectional sample such as the one analysed in the present study, it can be concluded that
the results obtained are significant and can be used with confidence by the college as it
prepares its marketing efforts.

Other, more cstab!ished, schools should. however.

undertake similar research to detem1ine if the results obtained are specific to the college
or have greater generality.
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Al'l'F.Nl)JX I -The Quc.~tinnn:1irc

Secondary School Choice Survey

February 1998

This is u study ubout sccondnr)' school choice. We nrc interested i11 lindi11g n11l tl1c c.~1c111 tu which parc111s
me ilwulvcd with and wlim tlicy vnluc when clmosing ii sccun,fory school li>r their chil,lrc11.
The results ol'lliis study nre for academic purpmcs, alllmugh they will help lhc College belier u11tler~1a•ul
your view~. and ym1r rc~ponscs will be kept strictly cunlidcnliill.
Sl,mc ol'thc st:ue111cuts nrc similar. Thi> is necessary to pmpcrly rnei1>ure your opinions, and for no otller
purpose. There nrc no trick questio11s.
PLEASE NOTE:

\.

A11swer the questions in relation lo the child who is c1mcnlly in Yc:1r6 mu.I is regi>tcrcd tc, enrol in tile

:!.
J.

Check only one answer per s1memem
When you hiwc finished check lo be sure )'OU have nol omillcd any answers

w!lc~c.

Th11nk you very much!
l. PleilSc tdl us your post code?

:!. I low nmny children nre in )'Our la111ily?
3. Wlmt number child is your )'Car 6 student. where 1 is eldest, 2 is second born
and so on.
PlertII! drde tl,e 1111111ber which c11rre.fpo111fI to y11ur u11swer.

4. Are any or your children currently ancnding secondary school?
2

Yes
No

2

No

II
ll
14
15
16
17
18

Pcnhros College
Penh \ValdorfSchool
Ro55moyne High School
Santa Maria College
SHon College
Wesley College
Willctton High School
Olllcr - Please Name

2

No

2

No

2

No

2
3

Very Difficult
Quite Dil"flcult
No problems

5. If yes, is this child/children attending ll1e College?

6. lfno, what secondnry school are they

attending?

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10

All Saints College
Applccross High School
Aquinas College
Chri5tian Bros - Frenrnntlc
Como High School
Corpus Christie College
John Curtin Senior High
Lnkeland High School
Leeming lligh School
Melville High School

Yes

"

7. Did you nltend a private school?

Yes

Yes

8. Did your partner attend a pri\·nte school?

9. ]fyes, did this influence your decision to send your child ton privote school?

JO. How difficult do you believe it will be for your child to tmvcl between the
college and home?

2000
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l'l<'<l.ft! drd<' ll1e 1111111her w/1/d, <"11rrt.,pm11/s /r, yo11r 11/1.\'W<'r.

! 1 1luw wt111ld yuu best describe tile 1lccupa1inns or your a!H! y(nlf partner"!

]

'

7
9
II
13
15
17
19
11
13

YOU
Cm lh/'l"ra<le,pcrson
Office/Clerical
Mm1u111/Fncwry Worker
Rclirc<l
Slwp W<Jrkcr
l'mlbsional/Scn. Manager
Domestic Dulics
Farmer
Education/Mc<lical Services
S1udcn1
Services (anny/policc etc)
Self Employc<l

24

l'AltTNliR
Crnll ,/TraUcspcrson
Of'licc/Clcrkal
Mmnwl/Faclory Worker
Rctirc<l
Shop w,,rkcr
Professional/Sen. Mmmgcr
Domcstic Dutic.1
Furrner
E<lucation/Me<lical Service;
Stu<lcnl
Scrvlecs (army/police e1c)
SelfEmployc<l

2
3

Above Average
About average
Below Average

2

Yes
No

1
4

,.

"

"'

11
14
16
18
10

22

12. !fthc combined fomily income is between S700 & S999 per week ($36,400
& SS 1.948 per annum) would )'OU describe your family's income as being:

13. ls your Year 6 student registered to enrol at any 01her private schools?
14. lfYes. at what school/s is he/she registered to enrol?
15.
1
All Saints College
2
Aquinas College
3
Christian Bros - Frcmantlc
4
Corpus Christie College
5
Penhros College
6
Penh WaldorfSchool

Santa Marla College
Seton College
Wesley College
Other - Please Name

1

•

9
10

Ql6. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following statcmt'nts by circling one of1he
sevr.n numbers next to each statement. If you "strongly disngrec" circle I. If you "strongly agr~c" circle 7. If your
feelings are not so strong, circle one oft he numbers in the middle. There arc no right or wrong answers. Please tell us
honestly how you foci.

•.
b.

,.
d.
,.
r.

•·h.
;,
j)
k)

I)
m)

"'
,000

Stmngly
rn,ag...:c
There is a luck of discipline in most high ichools
Teachers aro cnrcli.Jlly selected at private colleges
Religious cd11ca1ion is impmtnnt
Discipline aids o child's lcuming
A school's image is important
Children gel "lost in lhc system" in large schools
Govcnimenl schools do not ha1·c n nunuring environment
Parents are more involve<l !n a child's education nt n private school
We feel forced lo send our child lo a private school because of1hcir
advantages
A school's repulntion is important
The govcmmcnl S}"Slcm provides a good all round cducn1ion
A school's location is imponnnt
Our background hns influenced our decision to consider lhc college
Paying fees involves parents in the school

S1rongl}'
Ag...:c

'
1'

l

1

]

1
1
2
1

'

J

l
1

J

'

l
J

1
l

]
]

]

]
]

l

]

]

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4
4
4
4
4

5
5

'5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

;

"6

;

7
7
7
7
7

1,

7
7

6
1,
6
r,
6

7
7
7
7
7
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Q 16cont.
\1rn11µI)
/\g1cc

SnouµI)
IJi,ag,,c
l'hildrcn rccd,·c a hcucr c<111cali!!II at ;1 pri,·utc ,duml
I um familiur with lhc scrnniJ;,ry cdurn1ie111 syslcrn
i\ sduml's ;1cmlcmic success is i1111wtant
!'rh·utc schouls n!li:r nmre oppnrl1111it)' for :1ca.lcmic success
.<) (i.,1·crn111c11t Sdmul.s du 1101 pff,·r ,,, lllLH:h "l'l"'rlU11ity li,r pcr,urrnl
dc1"clnpmcn1
A sclwol's rcli!,[i,111s aniliu(ion plays :1 liil,l part in a child's c<luculior1
Our l'ricmls 11 ill appn1,·c ifwe send u11r child 10 lhc cnllcgc
•I We t'ccl rct"xcd ahout scmlinl,[ Ollrchil<I !o the college
The rnllcgc lrns cn11,is1cm q11ality in its prngr;1m111cs
~) 'l'hc Cllllcge is n goud schnol for the prke
)') l'rirn1c sdwols ha\"e ··,nob'' \':!Ille
The college will impm1·c the way we 11rc perceived by ulhcrs
au) The c1>llq;c will he arn,mil a long time
bbl The college will pnwi,lc a con,islenl educatiun fur um child
cc) 'the college Ills in II ilh uur friends' ideas nboul n g,md sclmnl
dd) I ti:cl reluctant about paying school fc>cs
cc) Pmcnls should be inl'llllcd in 1heir children.>' education
rn falm·curri,u1ar nctivi1ics ar.: important lo a child's educ mi on
gg) l'ril'ntc schools llni:r morcjoh opportunities \\hen educuliun is
completed
hh) We feel good nboul sending our ch lid lo lhe cp\lcgc
ii) The college will perform wdl for our child
.Ul The college is likely to gi,·c n good rct111n for our monC)'
kk) The college is a well run school
Iii We 11ill enjoy he'ing nssotiated wilh the college
mm)Tlie college is a reasonably price'<! sclmol
nn) Pn}'ing fee~ for llvc years will be a problem for us
oo) Only wealthy people iend their children to pri••ntc schools
pp)A privnie school education is a 11'<1.l!e nfrnnncy
qq) Wt re,~b' "ant \!Ur child ln gnu, the college
rr) The colleg~ offers real value fur money
ss} The college will allow our child ID do a range nl'things
J ligh achieving parents send their children to private colleges
uu) lltlcnding n privnlc school enhances a child's l\11urc
vv) Professional pc'Ople send their children to private selmols
ww)Thc college op penis lo our friends
x.~) Tl1c college is a versatile instillLlion
yy) It will give us pleasure to have a child al the college
1.1;) The college is appealing nnd nUrnclh·c lo mosl people
il'Ja)Thc college will help us to feel acceptable
bbb)Wc would feel guilty ifwc couldn't offer our child !he bcsl c'<lucalion
nvo!lahle
cce)Children influence lhcir pan:nts' choice of secondary sclmnl
ddd)lfwc came into n large amount of money 1his would influence our
choice of school
ccc}lfour inwmc wns substanlil!llj' reduced we would change 011r choice of
school
fl1) If we shined to another mca tb!s would change our choice nf school
ggg)lfour child didn't like the school they were unending, we would change
schools
hhh)We would cuns!dcr changing schools if our child wa~ nol nchicving
cxpcctalions

,,,"'

',,"

""'
"'
,,

"'
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2
2
2
2
2

'2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

'2
'

'
2
.1
2
2
2
2
2
2

'2
2

,I

7
7
7
3
7

,I

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

'
'
'
'
'
4
'
4
'
4
'
'
4
4
'
4
'
4
'
4
'
4
'
4
'
4
'
' '
'
4
'
4
'
'4 '
'4 5
4
4
4

,I

3

5

J
J
J
J
7
7
3
J
3
J
3
J
J
J
7
J

I

.,

5

J
J
J

,,
,,
,.

6
6

•
6

,.

6

,.
,6.
6
,.
",,

'5 ,,
,,
' ,.
' ,.
4
'
4
'
4
' ,,
' ' "
4
' •
4
' 6
4
'

4
4
4
•I

7

J

2

)

2

J
7

2

,.
,,
,.
,,
,.
,.
,.
,.
,.
,.
,.
,.
,.
,.

,I

3

'

7
7
7
7
7

.,
,I
.,

7
7
7
J
J
J
J
7
J
J
J
J

3
2

,,

'
' ,.,,
' ,.,.

J

6

I,

4

5

•
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7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
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l 7. Taking everything imo nccour1l, whnt i~ the likclihm1d that you will ernllinue with the enrolment
process for yrn1r child 10 uncml the wllegc iu the year 20!HJ?
l'fo1.1·e drd<' till' 1111111ber ll'hli"h ,·,1,re.1111mll.1· t11 ymir 1111.1wer.
Cerrnin
I
Almost sure ('JU% likely)
2
Very pruhable (80% likely)
J
l'rnb,1blc (70% like!y)
,\
Good possibilil)' (6Cl% likely)
5
Fairly good Pl•ssihility (50% likely)
6
Fair possibilit)' (40% likely)
7
Some possibility (30% likely)
8
Slight possibility (20% likdj•)
9
Very slight pos,ibility ( I 0% likely)
10
No chance or almost no chance ( 1% likely)
11

18. I-low important me cncl1 or the following peopklgroups in your choice of the C()llcgc? Please indicate the
kvd of importance you mtach to each of the following meas by circling one of the seven numbers next to each
statement. If you believe it is "Of no import:rnec" circle I. If you believe it is ~vcr)' important"' circle 7. If your
feelings are not so strong, circle one of the numbers ln the middle. There arc no right or wrong answers.

i. Media Reports [eg newspapers, radio]
ii. Extended Family
iii. Your Child
iv. Friends
Neighbours
vi. Parents of the college students
vii.Advenising/Promotional Material
viii.The School Principal
ix. Teachers

,.

Ofnu

Ve')'

in1pon"""

impnnanl

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
)

3
3
3
3

4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

'
'
''
'
'l
'
'

6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6

7

6
6
6
6

6
6

6

19. What is the most you would consider spending on your child's education each year. [11ch1de all e.~penses such
as school fees, uniforms, books, extra curricular activities, transport
Please circle t/Je 1111111ber wll/cfl corre.l'pom/.\' lo ym,r 1111.fwcr.
1
Less than Sl,000
2
Sl ,000 to SJOOO
3
SJOD! lo $600[)
4
$6001 to S9000
5
More than $9000

End ofSurvey
If at all possible please return this survey by 2111 February 1998
Tlta1tk you very much for your time it is very much tlppreciated.
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